
#27739, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, DORĆOL

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 65 m² €550 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 1 0 1 1 YES NO NO 1

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 1

Older building located at the corner of two streets, in the city center. Not very far from the apartment is busy Cara Dušana street

with number of public transportation lines going through it. At only few minute walking distance is Kalemegdan park. The

apartment is tucked in and positioned in a quiet part of the street with a lot of greenery, which makes it very pleasant to live in. It

is housed on the first floor, has two side orientation and a parking spot which is secured with a tollgate. The apartment is

completely redecorated and equipped with modern furniture with nicely incorporated details. It is structurally divided into living

room, kitchen and dinning room which make a whole, while the kitchen is slightly separated with a bar. Living room exits to a

comfy terrace with a lime tree right in front of it, which creates a sense of comfort and relaxation. Sleeping block is separated

from the rest of the apartment with a hallway and it consists of two bedrooms. Larger one has a double size bed with

nightstands and built-in closets, while smaller bedroom is currently furnished as study room, but can be refurnished as bedroom

according to tenants needs. Sleeping block is completely yard oriented which provides it to be very bright and quiet. Bathroom is

newer and it has a shower and hallway is equipped with shoe shelf and a hanger. Interior with warm colors in combination with

bright red makes it perfect for smaller family or a couple.
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